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Danker: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW
A.U l,oolts nlliftlld ;,. ,1,;, il•riotl;ul ,_, r,.
t,ro,11rot/, fro• or 1hro111h Co,uori;,, P11l,lisl,;,., Ho111111
Sa.th Jo6•rson A.11n•••
SI. Lo11is, Alu1011ri 63118.

3,,s

KOMMBNTAR ZUM NBUBN TBSTA- Taiwan, and Hong Kong, all remarkably
MBNT AUS TALMUD UND MlD- open to the Gospel witness. A very able
RASCH. Edited by Hermann L Strack scholar with thirty years of experience in
and Paul Billerbeck. Vol. VI: VBR- the Orient describes the culture and backZBlCHNlS Dl!R SCHRlPTGl!Ll!HRTBN, ground of these areas, the past history of
GBOGRAPHISCHl!S Rl!GISTBR. By the Christian church on Asia's rim, and the
Joachim Jeremias and Kurt Adolph. problems and opportunities it now conMiinchen: C. H. Bcck'sche Verlagsbuch- fronts. Fleeing both the temptations to avoid
handlung, 1961. 198 pases. Cloth. Price the world and the temptation to occupy it
not given.
without changing anything, the church in
Ia his presidential address at the 1961 this part of Asia, says Roy, is seeking to
meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature bring the Gospel to bear upon the whole life.
This volume would be a most useful addiand Exescsis Samuel Sandmel cautioned
11&3inst an uncritical use of Strack-Biller- tion to church libraries. Pastors and missionbcck's Kommontar
on Toslamont.
zum N o 11
aries will want it. Easy successes among
Careful users of this storehouse of rabbinical isolated primitive tribes should not blind
data have, however, found it a prime requi- mission leaders to the strategic importance
site for recreating some of the theological of Asia's rim.
WILLIAM J. DANKER
and ethical mood in which the New Testament is written. Ia addition to their rab- DAS NBUB Tl!STAMBNT DBUTSCH.
Volume 11: DIB OFPBNBARUNG DBS
binic index of 1956 (Vol. V, which contains
JOHANNBS. By Eduard Lohse. 8th edia listing of all rabbinic works, including the
Goningen: Vandenhoeck und Ruption.
pseudepigrapba and references to Josephus,
recht,
1960. 115 pages. Paper. DM4.80.
Justin, and Philo) Jeremias and Adolph
This volume, although called the eighth
now present to grateful students an index
to the more than 900 sages mentioned in the edition, is an entirely new work. It replaces
commentary. References to geographical lo- the earlier contribution by Johannes Behm
in this German popular commentary series.
cations are also included.
Three appended charts outline the inter- Like its predecessor, it is based on a S>lid
relationship of the sases within the following grounding in the literature of ancient Judaism and the Old Testament as well as an
groups: Tannaites, the Amoraim of Palestine,Babylonian
acquaintance with modern scholarship.
Amoraim.
and the
Lohse is one of those who approaches the
FIUIDBlUCK W. DANKD
Apocalypse with the intent of interpreting
ON ASIA'S RIM. By Andrew T. Roy. New it out of its own age. A proper interpretaYork: Friendship Press, 1962. 165 pages. tion, he holds, must be based on a scientific
Cloth. $2.95.
knowledge of Jewish apocalyptic literature;
On the very edge of Asia's Communist only thus is one assured that the vagaries of
China are Korea, Okinawa and the Ryukyus, interpfflation accepted by enthusiastic cults
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will be rejected. One of the strengths of this Nre (with a short appendix on Hellenistic
commentary is its use of later Jewish litera- a1:1thors), Latin literature, Byzantine and
rure. including the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Patristic literature, and notes on the recovery
Lohse makes magnificent use of the Old of this literature in the Renaissance.
Test11ment. At the same time he shows how
TI1e volume is of value to the student of
the Apocalypse tmnsccnds even the imagery Bible and Patristic literature. Stegmiiller's
of the Old Testament and of Judaic apoca- summary of the textual history of the Scriplyptic literarure. By using this approach tures is as excellent a discussion as can be
Lohse identifies the woman of chapter 12 found anywhere. Note, however, that his
with Israel, the beast from the sea in Rev. 13 article ( like the others) does not discuss
with the Impori11m Romt111Nm, the two wit- either recension or emendation (in the
nesses of Rev. 11 with Moses and Elijllh.
manner of Hall's Com.1J1111ion lo Clllssiettl
The author according to Lohse is John. T 11xts [Oxford. 1912] ). Some small addiThe book is not pseudonymous. But this tions might be made to his pages. He fails
John is not the beloved disciple. He is to mention both E. Wiirthwein's and B. J.
dearly distinguished from the twelve in Rev. Roberts' introductions to the textual mate21:14 (cf. 18:20). Nonetheless. he is a rials of the Hebrew Bible (p.159), He
man of great authority. He writes under seems to imply that the impetus for the
Domitian. though some of the visions may translation of the Septuagint came from
have been seen earlier. (E.g.• Rev. 11:1,2) propaganda motives (p. 160). It is more
In fine. this is an illumimting commen- likely that the Jewish community of Alextary. At the price listed it comes close to andria, as it lost ability in Hebrew, needed
being the best buy in the commentary market the tmnslation for its own study of the Bible.
today.
EDGAR KRBNTZ
On p. 167 he wrongly dates Virgil's death
GBSCHICHTB Dl!R TBXriJBBRUBPB- as A. D . 19 rather than B. C. Colwell's name
RUNG DBR lfNTlKBN UND MrrTBL- is misspelled Cobrell, note 26, page 178.
lfLTBRUCHE.N UTBRlfTUR. Band I: On p. 192, footnote 46, add to A. Jiilicher's
ltnlii.s 1111tl mi11,lttlluli,hos B11eh- 1111tl edition of the ltala the note that the third
Sebn/lwosm; tlborli•fn11ngsg,11ehi,h111 tlu volume, Lukas, has also been published. It
11111ii,n Lilor11l11r. By Herbert Hunger, is also incorrect that the Wordsworth-White
Otto SteBmiiller, Hartmut Erbse, Max Im- edition of the Vulgate New Testament goes
hof, Karl Biichner, Hans-Georg Beck, and only 111 far 111 Hebrews. The third volume
Horst Rudiger. Zurich: Atlantis Verlag, completed it (correction to footnote 47,
1961. 623 pages. Ooth. Sw. Fr. 39.00. p.194).
The sections that deal with non-Biblical
tlb11rli,f11r1111gsg11sehieh111 here refers to the
transmission of an author's work after it has literature are also important for the theobeen written, not to the author's handling of logian. The teXt history of the fathers is
the material he has received from oral ua- not different from that of profane authors
dition or his sources ( the current usage in in this age. The general remarks on the
New TesbUDent scholarship). This volume transmission of texts therefore apply to them,
gives the material necessary for the tcztual 111 the use of Clement of Alexaadria and
a half dozen Latin fathers
illusuations
111
history of the works of ancient authors.
The contributions include essays on writ- show. Beck's discussion of Byzantine literaing materials and palaeosraphy in antiquity, ture is a valuable supplement to his Kireh•
an euellent overview of rextual materials 1111tl 1heologiseht1 Lilut1111r im B,u1t1misehn
for the Biblical text, Classical Greek litera- R,ieh (Munich, 1959).
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The volume contains an excellent list of
early Latin manuscripts. Its bibliographies
are senerally up to dine. The catalog of
manuscripts, edi1io11,11 p,in,ipes, and indices
to the most important authors is valuable.
For one type of useful listing, however, one
will still turn to Hall: an alphabetical index
of the Latin nomenclature of manuscripts
with English equivalents. Perhaps the projcaed second volume of this work will fill
that lack.
The book is well indexed. The 73 illustrations materially increase its value. Students of textual criticism will need to know
es
this book.
EDGAR. KRENTZ

Latia is not the only liturgical languase used
in the Roman Catholic Church and that in
the Eastern rites (which account for slightly
over 2 percent of the total membership of
the Roman Catholic Church) it is perfectly
possible for a lawfully married Roman Catholic priest with a family to say mass in the
national vernacular ( including English in
United States and the Commonwealth) and
at the Communion to administer the Sacrament of the Altar under the species of wine
as well as of bread.
Tho Et1,ha, is1i, Liturgies of the Bastem
Rit is a sumptuous (and, as books of this
kind go, relatively inexpensive) volume of
9"X 12" pages which combines Makula's
THB EUCHARISTIC LITURGIBS OP THB 803 superb and derailed photographs, pubBA.STERN CHURCHBS (Dio Liturgion
lished in Kaldenkirchen by Srcyler VerlagsBy N ikolaus Liesel. Trans- buchhandlung under the tide I.il11rgillo Cathde, Ostkirche).
lated by David H eimann and illustrated oliue Orienta/es, with the commentary of
with photographs by Tibor Mikula. Col- Niesel's Dio Li111,gien tier Ostleirche, publegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, lished by Verlag Herder at Freiburg-imc. 1963. 310 pages. Cloth. $8.00.
Breisgau in 1960. Step by step the reader
is
taken through each of the twelve Oriental
THB BASTBRN CATHOLIC LITURGIBS:
rites
of the Roman Catholic Church- Cope irche).
en
A.ND
de, PICTURBS
Ost
A STUDY IN 1¥/ORDS
l:
By Niko- tic and Ethiopic; Syrian, Malankarese, and
(Di Li111rgi
Maronite; Greek, Melkite, Russian, and
laus Liesel. Illustrated with photographs
Ruthenian; Chaldacan and Malabarese; and
by Tibor Makula. W estminster, Md.: The
Armenian - from the inuoductory prayers
Newman Press, 1960. 168 pages. Cloth.
to the final blessing. The number of photo$4.95.
graphs for a given rite raases from 43 for
BA.STERN
).
LITURGIBS (Les Li111,gies the Armenian rite to 117 for the Russian.
nl
By IrenC:-e-Henri Dlllmais. The action represented by each photograph
Translated by Donald Attwater. New is briefly described and, where necessary,
many cases
York: Hawthorn Books, c. 1960. 144 explained in the captions; in the
commentary
includes
all
or
part
of the aaual
pages. $2.95.
text of the prayers that are beins said. Niese!
A COMMENTARY ON THB DIVINB himself is a graduate of the Pontifical OriLITURGY ('Eo1&1JVECa 'rii; te[a; Anrovo- ental Institute in Rome and is described on
y[a;). By Nicholas Cabasilas. T.ranslated the dust-jacket as a (Uniat) priest at Saratovby J. M. Hussey and P. A. McNulty. oa-the-Volga, U. S. S. R., in the diocese of
London: S.P.C.K., 1960. xi and 120 Tiraspol, although the preface to the work
pases. 18/6.
is dated at Kloster Tiefenthal, Germany. The
Relatively few non-Roman Catholia rites so informatively depicted are, it should
(and, it would seem, only a slishtly Iarser be stressed, Roman Catholic; while all of
number of Roman Catholia) are aware that these rites except the Maroaite have counter-
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pam (usually much more numerous) in the volumes described above resttict themselves
Eastern O.rthodoz and Separated Far Eastctn to the Divine LitmBY, that is, to the c:eleChmchcs from which they seceded and with bration of the Holy Eucharist, the scope of
the worship of which the icspective Roman
D.llmais' work includes the rites of Christian
Catholic tire rcwns many affinities, both the initiation, of penitence, of sickness and death,
formulae and the ceremonial of the sroups of ordination, and of marriase as well, along
who have subjected themselves to the Bishop with the daily office and the calendar. The
of Rome have undersane varyins desrc:es of historical backstound is competently illumiLatinization (as Makula's photographs and nated. If while ieading Dalmais one refers
Niesel'1 commencary demonstrate) tanging to either of the pictorial volumes described
from slight to extensive. Added to the above, each will complement the other.
photographs and commentary are a 6-pagc
Nicholas Cab:asilas (or Chamaetus) flouranalytic index, a 4-pase topical index, a ished in the 14th century. A layman and
general historical introduction, special inuo- a personal friend of Empeior John VI, be
duaions to each tire, and 4 pases of maps sided with the Cantacuzenes in d1eit conflict
illustratins the geographical spread of nine with the Palaeolosan emperorL In the conof the rites in their Asiatic and African uoversy between Barlaam of Calabria and
homelandL There is in English no other Sr. Gregory Palamas about Hcsychasm Nichwoik that fmnishcs so much infotmation olas' S}•mp:ithies lay on the Palamite side.
about its subject so graphically, and studenu Next to his seven discourses Co11eo,,,ing th•
both of comparative symbolia and of com- Li/• of Chri11, Eastern Orthodoxy sratefully
psmtive litmsics will find it invaluable.
iemembers him for his learned, perceptive,
Directly teproduced from the 1956 Fulda and profoundly pious 53-chapter Comm•n•
edition of Di• I.iJ•rgion do, 01tiireho
Lit•rgioJ.
is Th• on111,y
tho
Di11i,ro LitNrgy, here rendered
&11em
Ct11holie
It has fewet into Enslish for the fust time. The trllns( 115 ) but largei pictutts ( 6" X 6" on the lation is fluent. R. M. French's 21-p:ise
average, and one to the pase as compared inuoduction will be found e:a:uemely useful
with as many u six to the pase in the mon: by the readet who is not thoroushly familiar
complete album described above); the selec- with the Eastern Orthodox Eucharistic rite
tion is excellent. The historical material is on which Nicholas is commentins. In spite
different
but equivalent. Each tite is inuo- of its relative brevity, the Commencary acduced with a listing of "panicular points" curately reflects
late medieval
the
Greek
unwhich differentiate it from the Latin rite.
of the Holy Eucharist, a view
derstandins
While
will probably prefer the
the spec.wilt
that continues to inJluence Eastern Orthodox
largei wlume, the average .reader will find
Eucharistic piety.
the description and depiction of each rite in
AR.THUR. CARL PIBPK01lN
this smaller and handier book wholly adequate.
THI! CHRISTIAN IN POLrrlCS. By Walter James. New York: Oxford University
&,st.,.,. I.iJ.,g;., is Volume 112 of the
Press, 1962. :x and 216 p:iges. Ooth.
T111n1ielh Cn1-, Br,e,&Jot,.,litl of C.lhol$5.00.
iam,. It is a narrative account by a Dominican litmsiologist of the worship of the
The editor of the Lo11Jo,. Tin,es U•uEascern Ortbodm and Separated Far Eastern tionel S•PPkme111, aa active member of
Churches and of their Roman Catholic Ori- Britain's Liberal Party, bete examines what
ental rite CIOUDterpartl, with undentandable Christiam may expect 10 do duoush politia
emphasis on the latter. Wbereu the two in a society that has largely lost .its Chris-
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tian dimensions. The Welfare State js not
the answer to the problems and questions he
raiseL "How man stands with God, how
man lives beside his neighbour - these are
all-important. Everything else on earth js no
more than the setting, the background,
against which these vital relationships, themselves the purpose of life, are brought jnto
play" (p. 10). In politics and political relations the Natural Law provides a common
denominator for Christians and non-Christians and permits the possibility of cooperation among them. The Middle Ages may
have permitted the existence of a Christian
state; the period of the early church did nor.
James examines the political careers of
William Wilberforce (1759-1833), Antony Ashley Cooper (1801-85), better
known as the &rl of Shaftesbury, William
E. Gladstone (1809-98), Lord Salisbury
(1830-1903), George Lansbury (1859 to
1940), and Sir Stafford Cripps (1889 ro
1952). Politics and religion in England
and the relation between Christianity and
foreign affairs arc the topics of separate
chapters. Another chapter is devoted to
Christian politics on rhe Continent.
The book docs not speak directly to the
American scene. There is much that can be
gained for an understanding of the problem
in terms of Britain and the Continent from
a reading of this work, which deserves to
be praised more than incidentally for jts
readability. The last chapter, "Insuuments
of God," is one which is soul-searching for
a politician of any party or province.
CARL S. MEYER.

CALLBD UNrO HOUNBSS THB
STORY OP THB NAZARBNBS: THB
PORMATIVB YBARS. By Timothy L
Smith. Kansas City, Mo.: Nazarene Publishing House, 1962. 413 pases. Cloth.
$4.95.
There have been many evidences of the
definitive transition of the Church of the
Nazarene, the largest of the so-called "Holl-
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ness" denominations, from the seer-type to
the church-type of religious body. Among
them are rhe general upward social mobility
of its members, the increasing numbers of
educated ministers, the imposing suburban
churches in both traditional and modern architectural idioms, an awareness of the importance of theological study and formulation, and more and more participarion by
Nazarenes in professional theological 10cietieL Now we have still another mark in
this excellent history of the denomination.
Commissioned in 1955 by the Board of
General Superintendents, this painstakingly
documented chronicle traces the Nazarene
movement from its beginnings within midl 9th-century Methodism, through its formal
organization in 1895 by Phineas Bresee, its
growth into a. national church body, its union
with the Association of Pentecostal Churches
of America and the Holiness Church of
Christ, a.nd rhe a.ccession of the anti-Modernist Laymen's Holiness Associ:ltion, to the
era of renewed leadership and resurgent
evangelism in the 20s and early 30L Author
Smith is a. Ha.rvard Ph. D. and associate
professor of history and education at the
University of Minnesota.
AR.THUll CARL PIBPKOllN

OUR HBAVBNLY PATHBR: SBRftfONS
ON THB WRD'S PRAYBR. By Helmut
Thielicke. Translated by John W. Doberstein. New York: Harper & Brothers,
1960. 157 pageL Cloth. $3.00.
'The words of the Lord's Prayer are immediate to every situation of life. The
farmer can pray it at the dose of the day's
work and let it wrap him round with the
evening hush of its great tranquillity. The
mother can pray jt with her children in an
air-raid shelter u the cargoes of death pus
overhead. The little child, ezperiencing the
first presentiments of fatherly protection, the
aged person, going through the trials and
pangs of his lut hour, both can ay it" (Pp.
55, 56). This series of sermons shows that
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the prayer could be said by the people of
Stuttgart, Germany, "throughout the horrors
of the air raids, the decliniog days of a reign
of terror, and finally through the period of
total military and political collapse."
The sermons are remarkable, not primarily
because they were preached in this situation
or because of brilliant analytic statemenu,
but because of their timely appliation of
Law and Gospel to the situation. "Absolutely
everything depends on this one fact that it
is Jesus Christ who teaches us this prayer.
He alone, in His life and His de:ath, is the
gu:uuntor that there is 11 Father, that God
is nevertheless at work in this cruel, hard,
and fatherless world, building His kingdom
of mercy in the secrecy of the Cross. So
every sermon on the lord's Prayer must of
necessity be a cenual preaching of Christ;
otherwise it is romantic fantasy, nothing
more" (p. 29). The author is loyal to this
uuth throughout the book.
The sermons abound in peneuating insights, for example: ''We learn that the
happy gift of prayer consists in receiving
the fellowship of the Father, that He gives
us His whole heart-lh.rl 11111 "'" 11ccet,I
t11111r,1bing /ram His bnil." (P. 39)
ERWIN

L

LUBKBll

THB COUNCIL OP CON5T.ANCB: THB
UNIPlC.ATION OP THB CHURCH.
Translated by I.ouise Ropes Loomis.
Edited by John H. Mundy and Kennerly
M. Woody. New York: Columbia University Press, 1961. xiii and 562 pases.

Cloth. Sl0.00.
The Council of Constance (1414-1418)
dealt with the Great Schism, the Hussite
movement, and the demand for the reform
of the church in head and members. John
XXIII, Beneclict XII, and Grqory XIII laid
claim to the papal title. They were deposed
by the Council; Martin V was made pope
(November 11, 1417) by an election in
which m representatives of each of the
"nations" recognizccl by the Council joined

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol35/iss1/31

the College of Cardinals. The election ended
the schism. The Council burned Hus and
Jerome of Prague 11nd condemned the teachings of John Wycliffe. Martin V issued some
reform decrees, which probably did little
good.
The late Miss Loomis translated three
contemporary 11ccounts of the Council for
this volume, number LXIII of the R•eo,Js
of Ci11iliu1ion So,"ees 1111J S1ndies. The
first is Ulrich Richental's Chranielt1 of 1h11
Co,m,il of Constanee. The second is Guillaume Fillastre's Gos1t1 or Diary of 1h11 Co11neil of Const1111e11. The third is Jacob Cerretano's Jan,nal. Richental presenu the
Council as seen by 11 townsman; Fillastre, as
seen by 11 Cardinal; Cerretano,
seen 11s
by
11 papal notary. Each is valuable. Fillasue
incorporates 11 large number of official documents in his account. The accounts complement each other. The editors have supplied
two valuable introductory essays: 'The Conciliary Movement and the Council of Constance" by Mundy; 'The Organization of
the Council" by Woody. The general bibliography deserves special mention for its
worth. The chronologial index, which also
provides a parallel index of the three 11ccounts, will be helpful for reference purposes.

It is regrettable that the publishers put
the notes 11t the end of each account; they
would have been much more valuable in
connection with the text as footnotes. The
proofreading of the volume leaves something
to be desired.
The primary sources here supplied will be
very welcome to the students of the history
of the church in the Late Middle Ages.

CARL S. MBYBR
THB PALACES OP CRETB. By James Walter Graham. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton
University Press, 1962. xiii and 269
pages. Cloth. $7.50.
"Surrounded by water in the wine-dark
sea lies Crete. Men without count inhabit
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this rich and beautiful land which boasts
ninety cities." So wrote Homer in the Odyssey (19, 172-74). On his fateful journey
to Rome Paul sailed along Crete's southern
coast (Acts 27). Some years later we find
Christian bases on the island (Titus 1: 5).
The character appraisal lcft us in Titus 1 : 12
is not the most Jlattcring epitaph in history,
"The Cretans are always liars, evil beasts,
slow bellies" (KJV). The monuments described in this graphic tour of the island a.s
seen in Minoan days suggest that Crete's
inhabitants did not a.lways match this description, a.t least not the last part. A happy
blend of scholarly precision a.nd popular
presentation help introduce one of the most
famous islands of antiquity. Anyone travelling to Greece a.nd environs to see the a.ncient sites must pack this with his Baedeker.
FREDERICK W. DANKER
THB THIJ.OLOGY OF TliB CHRISTIAN
MISSION. Edited by Gerald H. Anderson. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Compan)•, c. 1961. 341 pages. Cloth.
$6.50.
This exciting symposium is one of the
broadest and most inclusive arm)•S of theological viewpoints tbat has ever been assembled on the basic questions of the nature
and function of the Christian world mission.
The big-leaguers from the Continent are out
in force - Oscar CuUmann, Karl Barth,
Ernst Benz, Hendrik Kraemer, Johannes
Blauw. The American spectrum runs all the
way from Paul Tillich to Harold Lindsell,
the voice of fundamentalism from Fuller
Seminary. Anglican, Greek Orthodox, a.nd
Roman Catholic scholars are not a.bsent from
this distinguished roll, nor are scholars from
the non-Western churches. One could wish
that there were more of the latter, although
Masatoshi Doi of Japan, Paul Devanandan
of India, and Christian Baera of Africa a.re
a very good beginning. One is struck by the
absence of a Latin-American spokesma.n.
Anderson has chosen a simple and solid
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outline for his well-organized symposium
under four heads: The Biblical Basis, Historical Studies, Christianity and Other Faiths,
and Theory of the Mission. He has written
a. perceptive introduction reviewins representative 20th-century approaches to mission
and pointing ahead to the radical Triniwian
theocentrism which he secs as informing the
approach of the future. There is a foreword
by Lesslie Newbigin.
WILLIAM J. DANKER

THE. USB OP SYMBOUSM IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. By Dorothy B.
Fritz. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1961. 64 pages. Paper. $1.45.
Although written from within the Reformed tradition, this volume nevertheless
sells its readers short, for it reftects no
awareness of the liturgical trends in many
Reformed churches. Holy Baptism and The
Lord's Supper arc only "symbolic acts"
(p. 44). The term "altar" is nor listed in
the glossary of symbol terms. Ir is strongly
urged that preschool children not be taught
symbols of the resurrection (p. 42) or of
the church year and color (p.43). There
are 40 line drawinss and one chart. The
language level of the booklet is about
twelfth grade. Nine of the seventeen books
listed in the bibliography of this 1961 release are prc-1951.
DoNALD L 0EP.FN.6R.
DIB VBRSTOCKUNG ISRABLS: ISAIAS
6, 9-10 IN DBR THBOLOGIB Dl!R SYNOPTIKBR. By Joachim Gnilka. Munich: Kosel-Verlq, 1961. 226 pases.
Paper. OM 25.00.
A confident grasp of the sources and a
discerning appreciation of theolosical intent
mark this thorough and significant contribution on the recurrins theme of Israel's
obduracy (Is. 6:9, 10) in Matthew, Mark
and Luke-Acts. Aa:ordins
Gnilka, to
Matthew emphasizes the contrast between informed disciples and an obdurate nation. In
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Mark the disciples share more of the nation's
lack of understanding, but they are the recipients of the "mystery" of the kingdom
and form the nucleus of a new congregation
built up inside unbelieving Israel. Luke
does not emphasize the distinction between
the narrower circle of Jesus' followers and
the nation as a whole but stresses the guilt
of the leaders, thus clearing the way for
individual Jews to share in the blessings of
the true Israel of God. An excursus of 30
pases gives the reader an opportunity to
view the exegetical problems in the light of
the literature from Qumran.
FREDERIC{ W. DANKER

WHITHBR APRICAl By G. McLeocl Bryan.
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, c. 1961.
157 pases. Cloth. $3.00.
"Much too little; far too late," as Henry
P. Van Dusen summarized Christian missions
after a recent journey to Africa, would sum
up Bryan's insightful account of Christi:inity's StruSSle with tribalism, Islam, Christianity, nation:ilism, racism, communism,
and, aptly, educationalism. Any missionary
or pastor concerned with the future of Christianity in Africa will want to read this realistic and competent appraisal.
WILLIAM

J. DANKER

SBR/lfONS AND SODA-W'ATBR. By John
O'Hara. New York: Random House,
1960. Three volumes; 328 pages. Cloth.
$5.95.
Novelist O'Hara is usually a helpful reporter, if not a seer, in poruayiog the 20s,
30s, and 401 of our century as he saw them.
His 1960 production, a trilogy of novellas,
deals with an old-time movie star, a socialite
who marries a rouE, and an assortment of
vignettes marked by marital infidelity, partyins. and the shallow, drab goinp-oo of the
rich on Broadway and Lons Island during
and after Prohibition days.
Much of it repeats the Savor of /fppoi,,1• .,,,;,,
O' S11t1111rrt1, but Hara does not reach
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the breadth or depth of Tn, Norlh Pretl,rid,
or Prom lho T,rr11co
.
The continued depiaion of hollow, often
sordid lives moves one to ask: "Is this a full
piaure of the generation which preceded
us?" That it was the world O'Hara knew
cannot be
But just as the real
hero of the West was not the gun-toting
bum who gluts the TV channels on Saturday night but the American dirt-farmer (and
his plainswoman wife who fulfilled Proverbs
31 ) , so we wonder when the story will be
written which will tell of those who lived
in the 20s and 30s, whose d:iy to day existence w:is not :in endless round of lust and
booze, and who believed in the Christilln
:inswer to O'Hllrll's final question: "What,
really, can any of us know about any of us,
and why must we make such a thing of
loneliness when it is the final condition of
us all? .And where would love be without it?"
DoNALD L DEPPNER

gains

THB CHRIS'I'IANS IN KORBA. By Sllmuel
Hugh Moffett. New York: Friendship
Press, c. 1962. 174 P3Bes. P:iper, $1.95.
Cloth, $2.95.
Someone has called Korea "a nation on
the run to God." Moffett tells a graphic
story of this fast-paced pilsrimage. Though
the tempo h:is slackened at times, Korea still
bids fair to fulfill John R. Mott's 1907 prediaioo that it will be "the first nation in
the oon-Christillo world to become a Christillo nation."
But as one reads this accouot of the
church's success as an organization, one is
concerned whether it will be equally successful in uaioiog ia members to apply their
Christian faith to Korea'• complex social
problemL Otherwise the tide may well run
the other way. The implication of many
Christiani of the Rhee regime in corrupt
practices has revealed serious deficiencies.
Salt must be more moceroed about doiog
ia job than makiog a nice salt cellar.
WILLIAM

J. DANXD
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TWO BA.RLY TUDOR UVl!S. THE UPB from what he would have been, had Martin
A.ND DB/I.TH OP Clf.RDlNA.L WOL- Luther nor lived." Nohl'1 inspiring story
SBY. By George Cavendish. THB UPB of Luther's life is a fascinating tribute to
OP SIR THOMII.S MORB. By William this great prophet and hero of faith. Though
Roper. Edited by Richard S. Sylvester and written for the general public, particularly
Davis P. Harding. New Haven: Yale for its youth, this charming little volume,
University Press, 1962. xxi and 260 aptly illustrated by Richard Hook, widely
pages. Cloth. $6.00.
recognized for his arr, will delight the expert
"If I had served God as diligently as I have on Luther as well.
done the Kiq, He would not have given me
The author's explanation of indulgences
over in my grey hairs." So spoke Wolsey, as on pages 28 and 29 expresses what many
reported by Cavendish, his gentleman usher. doubtless believed about them rather than
"[He] who lists [cares] to read and consider the official doctrine of the Roman Catholic
with an indifferent eye this history may be- Church either at the time of Luther or now.
hold the wondrous mutability of vain hon- It would be well if that were indicated. On
ors, the brittle assurance of abundance, the page 51 the author says: "Lurher had again
uncertainty of dignities, the Battering of been excommunicated," and on page 52:
feigned friends, and the trickle [insecure] "Thus for a second time in rwo years the
trust of worldly princes." This is Caven- pope had excommunicated Luther." Is he
dish's verdict of his own work. Yet the work confusing threats of excommunication with
is a cl:issic of Tudor biography and ought the act itself? On page 54 he states corto be read by every student of the Tudor rectly: "on January 3, 1521, the pope sisned
period.
a final bull excommuoicatiq Luther." This
Dare less than that be said of Roper's life bull, known as Dt1r:t1I Rom•flNm Pon1ifir:t1111,
of his father-in-law? Sc:ircely. Though made the excommunication ofliciaL
shorter, it is even more intimate than CavenIn an age of doctrinal indifference, IOrDCdish's biography of Wolsey. More is the times falsely identified with an ecumenical
ascetic, although in the last year of his life spirir, it is encouraging to read about a hero
Wolsey, too, wore a hair shirt. It wns Meg of faith who would nor budge on a single
rather than Mistress Alice that loved More, point of doctrine supported by Scripture
as Roper portrays them.
and who was ready to die for his conviction.
Whatever the shortcomings of the characLEWIS W. SPITZ
ters or of the authors, the freshness of the
THB PROTESTA.NT RBPORMII.TION (LIi
biographies even today four hundred and
RI/arm• Prolt1sltlnlt1). By Daoiel-Rops.
some years later makes them intriguing
Translated by Audrey Buder. New York:
CARL S. MBYER
reading.
E. P. Dutton and Co., 1961. xi and 560
pages. Cloth. $10.00.
MARTIN LUTHBR: HBRO OP PA.TrH.
By Frederick NobL Saint Louis: ConcorDaniel-Rops' Histor, of 1bt1 Cnreb of
dia Publishing House, c. 1962. 151 pages. Chris, in seven volumes comes to its midCloth. S2.75.
point in the period 1350-1564, treated in
Speaking of Luther's career, Preserved this the fourth volume. The last Av.isoooese
Smith said: "Ir is safe to say that every man popes, the conciliar movement, the Grear
in western Europe and in America is leading Schism, the Renaissance papacy, Luther, Cala different life today from what he would vin, and their contemporaries come under his
have had, and is another person altogether comprehensive, ioregrated, analytical lllffey.
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The arrangement of the materials, the lively

presentation, the obvious command of his
subject, are
to
in favor of the
author. There is much that he deplores in
this period, for example, the collapse of the
feudal order in "a century of chaos," the fall
of Constantinople, the journey to the abyss,
the completed ruprure of Christendom. There
is also much to deplore in his presentation.
Luther is to him the archheretic. Patrick
Hamilton is simply "one young fanatic."
Thomas Cromwell, "the satanic henchman"
of Henry VIII, has "something almost Mephistophelian about him." Anne Boleyn is the
'Tudor Herodias." His treatment of John
Calvin gives little comfort to admirers of
Calvin's greatness. All in all, the prejudices
of the author are very evident.
Is there profit in reading a Roman Cath•
olic writer's account of the Protestant Reformation? There is, if the account faces up
to many of the problems of historical interpretation and of selection of facts. There
is no profit in it, if the reader refuses to
recognize that a Roman Catholic author will
not find doctrinal aberrations in the leaders
of his church or rheological gains in the
distinctive writings of the Reformers.
The period from 1350 to 1564 was more
than an ase of transition. It was a. period
that had many viral movements a.nd some
movements that were decadent. Ma.ny great
men, saints and sinners, philosophers and
mystics, artists and practical men of a.Hairs,
theologians and churchmen, were on the
scene. Perhaps no single author and no
single volume can caprure all that needs to
be captured for the period that encompasses
the Renaissance and the Reformation, the
Commercial Revolution and the opening of
the New World. For all that, the a.urhor
ousht to have a better balance
his in
presentation; he oushr, for example, to recognize
mportance
the
of the Anabaptist movement
for the 16th century and the significance of
lay education for the 15th. The presence of
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prejudices can be condoned, if judgments
points
note
are
nor
purely emotional In so far as DanielRops has allowed his judgments to be colored by his emotions, whether pro-papal or
anti-Reformation, his work may be discounted. Srudents of the period, nevertheless,
will welcome the opporrunity to examine this
scholar's work.
CARL S. MBYEll
THTJ. PlFTl!TJ.NTH CENTURY: 1399 TO
148'. Dy E. F. Jacobs. New York: Oxford University Press (Oxford: Clarendon
Press) , 1961. xvii and 775 pages. Cloth.

S9.00.
Specialists in English history will welcome
this volume, sixth in the series, The Ox/ortl
Hi-slory of TJ.11-glantl, edited by Sir George
Clark. The political history of England in
the reigns of Henry IV, Henry V, Richard
of York, Edward IV, and Richard III is the
subs1:1nce of Jacobs' work. One chapter on
the church, with little concern for theology,
tells about the bishops, the deterioration of
the vicarages, Lollardy, and the priests a.nd
monks and friars. Attention is paid to the
economic affairs of the cenrury in two noteworthy chapters. The last chapter deals with
the peaceful arts, closing with a few pages
about philosophical rheology in English, devotion and m)•sticism, and Margery Kempe.
The bibliography is very useful; the six maps
at the end are especially helpful; a genealogical table would have been appreciated.
The author has done more than merely
tell the political history of England in the
15th cenrury. He emphasizes society a.ad
instirutioos and presents the Lancaster-York
stru88le between two great houses. AngloFrench relations, with a new interpretation
of the Treaty of Troyes (1420), a.ad the
relations with the Duchy of Burgundy a.re
made particularly significant.
The imprint of the Oxford University
Press, the name of the editor of this series,
and the reputation of the author of this
volume vouch for the value of this work.
CARL S. MBYBJl
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GERMANY: A MODERN HISTORY. By
Marshall Dill, Jr. Ann Arbor: The University of Michipn Press, c. 1961. :n:iii
and 467 pages. Cloth. $8.7:5.
Three chapters of Dill's history of Germany cover the period to 1790; the first
seven of 3 7 chapters bring the story to
1862. The proportion immediately indicates
the value of this work. It is truly a history
of modern Germany. Twenty chapters deal
with the period after 1918. The historial
perspective and the historian's caution enable
Dill in seneral to sivc balanced judsments
and to son out the materials with disccrnins
care. The chapters on Nazism brins rogether
much v:duable material. The alert reader
will find flaws, but they will not mar his
feelins of indebtedness to the author for
his lucid delineation of the interplay of historical forces. The work is written in a style
that will attract the reader; the bibliosraphy
will be helpful for those who wish to read
further.
CARL s. MBYBR
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language such as one abould haft a .ri&ht
to expect from one lecturiq to mixed groups
of laymen, theologians, and parish pastors.
The Luther sketch is panicularly apt; more
profound still is that of Calvin; the sketch
of Knox is classic. with much in it to challenge the contemporary evangelical to become really indignant as he views the lack
of "hailsome and sound doctrine."
In the section "Liturgy - Betrayal of
Protestantism?" in the second part McLclland
shows the liturgical distortions likely to
accompany limited appreciation for the historic church. Io interpreting the concept of
the "priesthood of believers" McLclland has
some unique terminology for oricocatioo on
the subject.
The book is recommended to pastors as a
"refresher," as well as to students and to
leaders of advanced Bible classes.
PHILIP J, SCHlloBDEll

NIHILISM: ITS ORIGIN AND NATURB
l~ITH A CHRISTIAN ANSWER. By

THE RIJ.PORJUATION AND ITS SIGNIPICANCB TODAY. By Joseph C. Md.el-

W. Doberstein. New York: Harper and

land. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, c. 1962. 238 pages. Paper. $2.2,.
"A Reformed Chu.rch is one that follows
the spirit of the 16th century in carryins on
the work of reform," McClelland asserts, "not
one that is content to sing the praises of
the Reformers for what they once did - that
may be the death knell of the reformation
today."
In the first of two major pans ("Reforming the Church- Sixteenth-Century Style")
he presents thumbnail sketches of represenbltive reformers, "illustrating the humanity of the Reformers [to] discover what
their example teaches us about the way we
are to continue their reformiq work today."
Io the second part ( "Contiouiq the Reformation Today'') these sketches are mated
"to the CCWDC11ical era in which we live."
The book •YI nothiq new in the first
put, but the old has been set fonh in simple

Brothers, 1961. 186 pages. Cloth.
The lectures in this volume were originally delivered in Tiibingco ( 194') to
youths who faced rubble and ruin and whose
&ith and concepts of value were shattered.
The author begins with a peoeuatiq
analysis of "isms" and their toblliwiao
claims. "A panicular area of creation is
separated from the total context of created
things, taken by itself, and made into an
absolute" (p. 20). "Isms" are subject to
rapid change and are only pseudo-absolutes.
This raises the question if all worldviews,
includiq the Christian, are not fictitious.
Hence the last "ism" is nihilism. It differs
from other "isms" i11&11Duch u it has no
goal and is a value judgment, not a prosmmThc author compares nibiliw to schizophrenia since it is a loa of one's center.
When man loses God, be com:eiftl of himself u the .image of subalU!m powers such

Helmut Thielicke. Translated by John
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as economic or biological forces. Norms of
good and evil break down and a pragmatic
nde results. Nihilism is metaphysical guilt,
"guilt which lies nor in the realm of our acts,
but in the source of our being." (P. 49)
The author shows how separation from
God leads to lack of norms as "men in a
godless world suddenly and a&0nizinsly find
themselves left all alone facing impersonal
law" (p. 56). He demonsuares this in detail in law, in medicine, and in the philosophy of positivism. Nihilism can be overcome only by repining God.
The final chapter holds that nihilism is
never absolute bur fmcrured. In his own
self man finds nothing. "Luther once made
this . • • profoundly comforting statement:
God creates our of nothing; if you are nor
nothing. God can make nothins of you."

( P. 177)

ER\VIN L. LUEKER

THB MONASTIC DIURNAL NOTBD.
Vol. II: Mtuir: of S•r,da1 ar,tl Pmal La11J.1
wilb M111it11 of 1be Tritl11.t1m 11ntl of tb•

Dull. Edited by Winfred Douglas.
Kenosha, Wis.: St. Mary's Convent, 1960.
iii and 219 pases. Cloth. $4.00.
Volume I of Tb• Af.onaslir: Di11r1111l Notetl,
reviewed in this journal, Vol.XXV (1954),
571-572, is widely used in The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod as a musical resource in connection with the sinsing of
matins and vespen. This highly welcome
second and final volume provides authentic
plainchant modes for all offices in the Oxford University Press's Tbe A1.on111lir: Di11,n11l
not provided for in Volume I. The Biblical
text is that of the King James Venion. Lutherans will find the second volume of particular usefulness as a source for the music
of the antiphons upon Benedictus for the
Sundays of Advent, P.re-Lent, and Lent. Likewise of very great value is the section on
pp. 87-160, which conrains the music for
matins and lauds on Maundy Thursday,
Good Friday, and HolyHe.re
Saturday, usually
called Tn•br••·
the pastor or choir-
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master who has become understandably dissatisfied with
pseudo-Tenebrae
the
rites
that
for want of anything better pined a tran•
sienr popularity among us a few years 880
has authentic adaptations of the traditional
plainchant melodics for all the antiphons
upon the Psalms and upon Bencdictus, all
the lessons from the Lamentations of Jeremiah, all the responsories after the lessons,
and the gradually lengthening Chrislttl far:1111
•sl for each day. For the choir that finds
the elaborated responsory settings beyond its
competence there is in c:ich case a simple
setting b:ised on a psalm tone. This volume
is reconstructed from the work which Canon
Douglas had done on the music of lauds
prior to his de:uh, supplemented as necessary
by ad:iptations from the Latin by members
of the Western Province of the Anglican
Community of St. M:iry.
ARnlUR CARL PlBPKORN

HOPB IN ACTION: THB CHURCH'S
TASK IN TH11 1~0RLD. By Hans J.

Margull. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
1959. 298 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Stephen Neill said at Whitby: "The task
of the Church today is • . • to recover its
leadership in the revolution . . . From the
beginning, and in its essential nature, the
Church has been revolutionary. Christ sent
it out as an explosive, corrosive, destructive
force."
To churches that have become complacent
social clubs with a play-it-safe policy comes
this all from the new head of the Department of Evangelizarion of the World Council of Churches for a definition of evangelism
that summons the church to participation in
Christ's messianic, eschatological work of
gathering men out of all the world for His
penitent Gospel-believing consregation.
Ministers and missionaries will be the
better for studying this presentation of e\-anselism inextricably wound up with a history
of recent ecumenical developments.
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European churchmen often sec the Gospel
as a hope, Americans as a program for action. Marsull combines both aspects in one
as hope in
package; he sees
action.
WILLIAM J. DANKER
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for missionaries but especially for pastors
whose youth have been n:posed to unaitical
andevangelism
idealized portraits of Gandhi in sophomore college courses
comparative
in
religions.
WILLIAM J. DANKER.

TBST
PROM WITHIN.
MAHA.TM.A UND CHRISTUS. By Otto THI! OLD AM.BNT
By Gabriel Hebert. London: Oxford UniWolff. Berlin: Lcttncr-Verlag, c. 1955.
275 pages. Cloth. DM 17.80.
versity Press, 1962. 153 pases. Paper.
$1.75.
Americans, who frequently find it very
This work is similar to many recent popudifficult to strike a realistic median between
underestimating and overestimating Asian lar surveys of biblical thought and history.
religious accomplishments, need the sober A selection of key biblical passages, arranged
corrective of a view like that of Wolff. His in chronological order, provide Hebert with
work demonstrates a thorough acquaintance a suitable point of departure. The results
with Hinduism, Gandhi's own thought, and of literary and historical criticism are prethe often rather romantic thiags written supposed throughout. In seneral, the mesabout him by writers from Romain Rolland sage of God's redemptive activity which
to Louis Fischer, most of whom had little culminates in the advent of Jesus Christ is
access to his writings in the vernacular.
paramount. One gets the impression, howIn no sense a debunking approach, Wolff's ever, that the writer has left the reader
treatment gives Gandhi full credit for oil his without an adequate appreciation of Christ
personal self-discipline and political achieve- as Israel's savior from sin.
ments. At the same time he clearly demonNORMAN C. HABEL
strates the fallacy of such statements as 'The
best Christian of the 20th century is a pagan THE GROWING STORM.: A SK'l!rCH OP
CHURCH HISTORY PROM. A. D. 600
Hindu." He leaves little doubt that Gandhi,
TO A.D. 13,o. By G. S. M. Walker.
though strongly influenced by Christ, never
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans
departed from the basic "framework of
Publishing Co., 1961. 252 pases. Ooth.
orientation and devotion" ( to use Erich
$3.75.
Fromm's definition of religion) which Hinduism provided. Gandhi was using Christ
Well-written, authentic, compact histories
as means rather than end. At the same time of the church in the Middle Ages are rare.
Wolff avers that when Gandltl termed Christ Walker of the University of Leeds has sup"prince of the salyagrahi" he was coining a plied one which has these merits. The narterm that Indian Christian theologians would rative is a continuous one; however, the
do well to consider seriously.
author selects men and movements to which
Currently a great deal of attention is being he gives rather full treatment, being forc.ed
thereby
to pass over with no or slisht menfocused on such outstanding practitionen
of
Gandhi's s11ly11g,ahll (not "passive resistanee," tion of other men and movements almost
as both· Gandhi and Wolff frequently trans- equally sipificant. Gresory the Great and
late it, but the nonviolent pursuit of uuth) Innocent III are the two popes who receive
as Martin Luther King. WolJFs realistic and full treatment. Alcuin, Anselm, Abelard, and
open-eyed appraisal of the encounter between Aquinas. likewise, are portrayed in "closeMahatma
the
and the Christ will provide ups." Charlemqne, the first crusade. and
salutary reading in this connection not only Sr. Louis are made to carry the brunt of the
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political history. Boniface and Raymondoutstanding
missionaries.
BernardThis is the
they illustrate
arc important.
are the
second of five volumes in Tb11 lf.tlt1•ne11 of
of Clairvaux, Francis of Assisi, Dominic, Chrisli•ni/.:, TbroNgh
C
1h11 t1nt11ri11s series,
the Waldeasians, the German mystics, and edited by F. F. Bruce. If the remaining three
Dante ~rge from these pases in well-de- volumes measure up to the excellence of the
fined portraits. All of the figures emiarc
first two, this will be a notable series indeed.
and the movements
CARLS. MEYER
nently representative,
BOOK NOTES
(The mention o! a book ia this list acknowledges its receipt and does nor preclude
further discussion of its contents ia the Book Review section)

Lllng11a
l ge a 11t Logie. By Milos Prazak.
Tbt1 C.mbridgt1
k T Grt1t1
t1st1mum1 Comm11ntn:,:
lGost,
lf.eeording
Tbt1
11
to SI. i\fa,k. New York: Philosophical Library, 1963.
By C. E. B. Cranfield. New York: Cambridge 154 pages. Cloth. $3.00. This is a provocaUniversity Press, 1963. Paper. xv, 494 tive melange of thoughts on aspects of phipases. $2.95. Fourteen pases of supple- losophy, logic, ethics, the sciences, and lanmentary notes, most of which are references guage, loosely strung together by a perceptive
to books and articles published after the first andassist
the student
informed
mind.
edition (1959),
toward
Com,mmi
s: Tts»i
heologia
:, a
nd he
11 St11tl
a more thorough evaluation of some of the of a,i E.11eo1mter. By Charles C. \Vest. New
conclusions expressed in this commentary.
York: The Macmillan Company, 1963. 399
The Books •ntl tho P•rehmtmls: Some pages. Paper. $1.95. Although West"s
.ission Chll/lt11rs ;,. 1h11 Trnsm
of 1h11 Bible. analysis of the impact of the encounter with
By Francis Fyvie Bruce. Revised edition. Communism on the thought of Joseph HroWestwood, N. J.: Fleming H . Revell Co., madka, Paul Tillich, Nicolai Berdyacv, Rein1963. Cloth. 287 pages. $4.00. This re- hold Niebuhr, and Karl Barth was published
vision of Bruce's excellent history of the five years ago and much has happened since
Bible includes a new chapter on the N t1w then in the world and in the church, his
Bib/a.
1!,rglisb
The volume is especially use- observations retain much of their original
ful for advanced adult study groups.
relevance, as the decision to make his study
Af.11ss•g•s of 1h11 H11lsinki 11.ssembZ, (of 1h11) available as a paperback attests. The original
Z..1b11rtm Worltl Pt1tlt1r•lion: "Christ Tod•:,." edition, here reproduced without change exMinneapolis: Aupburg Publishing House, cept for the addition of a new two-page
1963. iv, 122 pages. Paper. $1.95. In ad- foreword, was reviewed in this journal, Vol.
dition to • brief foreword by the new presi- XXXI, No.4 (April 1960), p. 262.
dent of the Lutheran World Federation,
Der R om11,bri
er eef:
Naehe
U11t1 rii11tl ,1
Fredrick A. Schioa, and
J4rthe almost equally tlrNek
11rsltm A11,flage 11011 1919. By Karl
brief Messqe of the Assembly, this volume Barth. Ziirich: EVZ-Verlag, 1963. vi and
contains the definitive textS of the addresses 439 pages. Cloth. Sw. Fr. 34.00. Prom the
givenHelsinki
at
by Gerhard Gloege ("Grace simple tide-page, "Der Romerbrief von Karl
for the World"), Helge Brattgard ("Faith Barth, Pfarrer in Safenwil,"' to the final page
Without Works?"), Heikki Waris ("Divided of advertisements of books published by
Humanity - United in Christ"), Andra Bischlin of Bern between 1913 ond 1919
Lumbantobing ('The New Song of Praise"),nostalgically
at
low prices, the reader of 1963
and E. Clifford Nelson ( 'The One Church can examine the theological bombshell that
and the Lutheran Churches"). Study of this ushered in the 20th-century theological revovolume misht profitably be made • project lution just u it came into the hands of the
of each of our pastoral conferences.
300 Swiss and 700 German purchasers who
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were ia first readers. Although it wu
in 1922 by the s«ond edition,
which in Barth's own words "left hardly one
stone of the original structure upon another,"
the work is of such intrinsic 111 well as historic significance that this unaltered photolithographic reproduction ( which sells for
16 Swiss francs more than the original edition) is fully warranted.
Si11ings with 'l!usapia Palladi110 11111l Oth11r
Stt1di11s. By Everard Fcilding. New Hyde
Park, N. Y.: University Books, c. 1963. xxi
and 324 pages. Cloth. $10.00. Feilding
was the Ro1mn Catholic leader of the team
which the Society for Ps)•chical Research
sent to Naples in 1908 to investigate the
54-year-old medium Eus:ipia Palladino. The
present work presents a 15-page biographical
sketch of Feildinggcby E. J.
Dingwall,
the
naeb
d
detailed 265-page account of the 13 Palladino seances, four related papers by Feilding
himself, and W. \V/. Baggally's expose of
the pretensions of the Italian medium Carancini.
Tho De11tl Sea Sero/ls. By Charles F. Pfeiffer. Revised edition. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Baker Book House, 1962. 119 pages. Cloth.
$2.50. In this new edition of 11 work first
published in 1957, the first nine chapters
of the original edition are reproduced without alteration. A new 10-page tenth chapter,
"Biblical Interpretation at Qumran," summarizes the hermeneutical methods of the
Qumran community.
lift.tn, Things in Pflrt1bles: Th11 Gospel
ldi,aeles. By Ronald S. Wallace. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, c. 1963. iv, 218 and 161
pages. Paper. $1.95. This paperback combines two previously published collections
of sermons on synoptic texts by Scottish
preacher-expositor Wallace. M111i1 Thi,r,gs in
Pt1r11bles
out in 1955 and w111 reviewed
in this journal in Vol. XXVJI, No.12 (December 1956), p.985. Th11 Gospel Mir11ehs
came out in 1960 and was reviewed. in VoL
XXXII, No. 8 (August 1961), p. 500.
Th11 N11111 Worltl of Ho11ri SI. Simo,,. By
Prank E. Manuel Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1963. xi and
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433 pages. Paper. $2.25. "By emphasizing
selected passages in the diffuse congeries of
Saint-Simon's writings one can make him
out tO be an early exponent of fascism, socialism or democratic planning, a theoretician
of finance capitalism, a technocrat, or just
another utopian advocating rule by an intellectual elite," 111ys Manuel (p. 1). So
kaleidoscopic an individual is bound in any
C11SC to be interesting. This careful analysis
by a competent contemporary historian on
the Brandeis faculty provides an orderly account of St. Simon's thought against the
backdrop of his turbulent times. The present
edition is an unaltered reissue of the hardcover Harvard University Press edition of
1956.
The Chrislifl11
KirehoF11ithtler(Dor ehristlieho
Glat1b11,
JJ11 Grtt11tlsi1z1111
llflll1'·
liseho11
im Zt1sfl,,1m1111hflng11 ,u,.
gostcllt). By Friedrich Schleiermacher, translated by Donald M. Baille and others and
edited by H. R. Mackintosh and J. S. Stewart.
New York: Harper & Row, 1963. 2 vols.
xxix, vii, and 760 pages. Paper. $2.25 each
vol. Der ehristlieh11 Gl4Nbt1 came out in
1821-1822. The s«ond edition followed
in 1830-1831. It is the latter edition
which eight British and American theological
scholars translated inro English in 1928 and
which is here reproduced in paperback with
an appreciative introduetion by Richard R.
Niebuhr. However one may feel about
Schleiermachcr, Dor ehristlieb11 G'6t,b11 is
one of the most ioftuential dogmatics ever
tO be written by a German theologian. It
is good ro have it available in a moderately
inexpensive and readable English version.
From l.Nther lo Ki11rl,11gt1t1rtl. By Jaroslav
Jan Pelikan, Jr. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1963. xi and 171 pases.
Paper. $1.75. The great virtues of this
study have become more apparent with the
passing of each of the baker's dozen of
years since
firstit
cune out. Even owners
of the original hard-cover edition oupt at
least u, borrow a copy of this paperback
for the sake of reading the author's engqing
introduetion tO tbe reissue. Those who do
not have tbe original edition should remedy
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the gap in their libraries by acquiring theonce.
printed in paperback form. The author
paperback at
analyzes the Hindu religions, Zoroastrianism,
Bolsbnism: An lntrotlNetion to Savi,, and Islam from a Christian perspective. He
Commwnism..
By Waldemar Gurian. Notte insists that the messages of these religions
Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, do not confirm or invalidate the Old Testa•
c. 1963. xii and 189 pages. Paper. $1.95, ment message since they arc not speaking
The first edition of Bolshevism came out in of the same thing. In chapter five Zaehner
1952, "11 kind of testament of twenty-five attempts to show that the historical, which
}•ears of what would now be mlled Soviet is characteristic of Old Testament faith, and
srodies," which revealed Gurian's special the mystical, which is primary in the other
qualities, "the cxuaordioary combination of religions t.rcated, meet in Christ. These
uncompromising realism with the severity pagan religions become for him a p,110/Jtlrtltio
and comp:ission of prophet-critic of his own ova11gelie11, "for Christ fulfils both the law
civilization-in-crisis," as M. A. Fitzsimons and the prophets in Israel and the 'gospel
puts it in his foreword to this paperback according to the Gentiles' as it was preached
reissue. For the period that it covers, the in India and Iran" ( p. 194 ). An appendix
work is still one of the best as well as ( no discusses the Qu'ran and Christ.
small virroe) one of the briefest.
Ki11g D11vid. By Geoffrey de C. Parmiter.
Tho Biblo •ntl the P11blie Sehool-s. Edited New York: Thomas Nelson, 1961. 195
by Arthur Frommer. New York: Frommer/ p:iges. Cloth. $3.95. An English barrister
Pasmantier Publishing Corporation, c. 1963. traces the life of David and some of his
190 pages. Paper. $1.25. "Our bias, quite contemporaries in a .fluent popular style, usfrankly, is this," 5a)'S Frommer: "We believe ing the Former Prophets and Psalms as his
that the Supreme Court's decision [of major sources. His goal is to portray D11vid
June 17, 1963] in the Bible-reading case as a persooality who has living relevance for
is one of the great landmarks in the history today's readers. The author's competence in
of religious freedom; that it deserves not Hebrew and his sensitivity to the understandto be castigated but to be celebrated in the ing of Israelite history render him mpablc
umc manner that Americans celebrate and of attempting this task.
Ptlith •ntl History
OltlinTost•monl.
1h11
revere the efforts of Jefferson and Madison
that led to the enactment of the First Amend- By R. A. F. MacKeDZie. Minneapolis: Uniment" (p. 4). Whether the reader agrees versity of Minnesota Press, 1963. viii and
or not, he bu in this paperback the entire 119 pages. Cloth. $3.75. This nontechnical
text of the Murray-Schempp decision and survey of major Old Testament themes wu
all the concurring and dissenting opinions, originally presented u a series of Jccrurcs
complete with the invaluable footnotes, plus at the University of Minnesota. MacKenzie,
the 1962 decision (written by Mr. Justice a competent Jesuit scholar who represents
Black) in the Engel "'· Vitale case and 56 the progressive wing of modern Roman
pages of annotated documentation ranging Catholic cxegetes, is concerned primarily
from Roger Williams' Th, Blowtl7 T,,,,,,, with discerning the religious meaning of
of P11r11e-11tion to testimony taken at the Israel's faith in relation to its cultural enSchempp trial in Pennsylvania that ulti- vironment. Salvation, God, the covenant,
mately led to the action of the Supreme myth, history, prayer, wisdom, and c:schatol•
ogy arc the major motifs discuucd.
Court.
Th, Com/Nlrison of R•li8io•s. By R. C.
Arebtde Bg,t,I. By W. B. Emery. BaltiZachncr. Boston: Beacon Press, 1962. 230 more: Penguin Boob, 1961. 296 pages,
pqcs. Paper. $1.65. The Sir D. Owen 48 plates, and 150 text figures. Paper. $1.45.
Bvam Lectures delivered at the University This work is a scholarly survey of the politiCollege of Wales in 1957, and published cal, religious, commercial, social, culronl,
by Faber and Faber in 1958,
arc
here re- and linguistic areas of life in ancient Egypt
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down throu,;h the Second Dynasty. Those sages
Pas
from the Bible. Compiled by G. W.
interested in 11nthropology, Egyptian archc:ol- Briggs. Baltimore: Penguin Books. 1963.
o,;y, and the land's 11ncient cultus will find 283 pages. Paper. 9S cents. This selection
much tb:at is new and stimulating here.
of daily readings from the Sacred Scriptures
'LAI M, Peoplt1 Ga. By Jack Finegan. New compiled by a canon of Worchester Cathedral
York: Harper & Row, 1963. x and 148 for use at family and group prayers and for
pages. Cloth. $3.7S. Subtitled "Journey private meditation and dc.-votion first came
rhrou,;h Exodus," Lei M1 Peoplt1 Ga bu out in 1939. The theme for Monday is God
11 format identical with Finegan's earlier our Father; for Tuesday Jesus Christ our
work, 111 the Bogi1111ing. It is semi-popular, Lord; for Wednesday the way of life and
semi-exegetical, and scmi-homiletical in its the Giver of Life; for Thursday, God's famapproach. The analysis of key themes 11nd ily (the church) and God's handiwork (napassascs from Exodus are interspersed with ture); for Friday prayer and forgiveness, sin
digressions to Auschwitz, Egyptian sites, the and redemption, and the spread of the kingpoems of Shelley, and the N ew Testament. dom of God; for Saturday worship and serlnlradue tian la A11eion1 Pbilasoph,. vice. Selections from the Old Testament
An
By A. H. Armstrong. Boston: Beacon Press, Apocrypha are included in due proportion,
1963. xiv and 242 pages. Paper. $1.7S. in line with Anglican and Lutheran tradition.
This is a reprint of the recent (1959) and The text is predominantly that of the Kins
excellent popular introduction to philosophi- James Version; for the Psalms Coverdale's
cal thought from the pre-Socratics through version is preferred both for its associations
Sr.Augustine by the Gladstone Professor (via the Baal: of Ca111111an Pr"rer) for Angliof Greek in the University of Liverpool. can readers and on its merits, while the ReThe account includes the thought of Origen, vised Version is generally used in the cue
Clement, 11nd Tertullian. An authority on of the Old Testament .Apocrypha.
TheBaali
of Roligia11s Vn'se.
Ncoplatonism, Armstrong is also 11ble toPenguin
grapple with Middle Platonism, the focal Edited by R. S. Thomas. Baltimore: Penguin
1>0int of much recent research in the fathers. Books, 1963. 193 pages. Paper. BS cents.
His style is lucid. Too often, however, his Fifty-seven named poets, almost all from the
unsupported interpretations leave the reader British Isles (exceptions include \Valt Whit- ·
with the wish for footnotes.
man and Robert Frost), from Chaucer to
Tho Leuers la tho Seven Ch11rebos of Asi11 the present, are represented. Contemporaries
antl Plaee
Theirtho Pl,mi11
of the Apo- include Ronald Bottrall, Charles Madge.
eal,pso. By William M. Ramsay. Grand Kathleen Raine, Anne Ridler, Dylan Thomas.
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1963. Terence Tiller, Vernon Watkins. and Dousxviii and 446 pages. Cloth. $4.95. ''The las Youns; Young's contribution, 'The
new stage toward which Christianity is mov- Kirkyaird by the Sea," is the only translation
ing, and in which it will be better under- in the volume, a powerful rendering ina,
stood tb:an it bu been by purely European Scottish of a work by Paul Valery (a Scotthought, will be a synthesis of European and tish-Enslish glossary is thoughtfully proAsiatic nature and ideas," Sir William wrote vided). Thomas by his own assertion sits
in the preface to the
first edition
of this "somewhat loosely to orthodoxy," and ".revolume almost 60 years ago. 'This book is ligious" in the ride is not to be taken u
a very imperfect essay towards the under- a synonym of "Christian." The five divisiom
standing of that synthesis, which now lies are entitled "God," "Self," ''Nothing," "It,"
before us as a possibility of the immediate "All."
future" (p. viii). The present reissue reCane•r11mg 1h• Minislr,. By John Oman.
produces the original 1904 edition without Richmond, VL: John Knox Press, 1963.
alteration.
248 pases. Paper. $2.S0. Oman, ScottishTht1 D11w, RHlling far Seboal antl Home: born principal of Westminster College at
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Cambridge, first published these words of self-help book; on the contrary, it is meant
counsel to theological students in 1936, when to help the reader understand himself in
he was about to retire. The present reissue the light of his own previous experiences
is an unaltered reprint.
and from religious and psrchological poina
of
Vax 1!t11111g0Uu. Vol. 11: Bibliul 11ntl His- embors
b view.
torie11ll!ssa :ys :y Af
of the P11e11/t:y
leh bekon.
a:11 Bina Boi
fiir .,,",,_
eh1hil/11
of the Lo11don Biblo Co/loge. go/iseh-luthcriseho
Edited by
By Jobst
Christon.
Ralph P. Martin. London: The Epworth Schone. Uelzcn: Feste-Burg-Verlag, 1963.
Press, 1963. 80 pages. Paper. $1.:50. This 19 pages. Paper. Price not given. Indicative
second volume of biblical and historical es- of the revival of interest in and concern for
ays by members of the faculty of the London private confession and absolution at the
Bible College includes a study on "Aspects parochial level among European Lutherans
of Worship in the New Testament Church" is this ably drafted little manual for a Luby Ralph P. Martin; 11 survey of recent liter- theran penitent about to make his confession
ature on the Book of Acts by Donald Guthrie; to his confessor. The author is pastor of one
a critique by Ernest F. Kevan of Emil Brun- of the Berlin parishes of the Old Lutheran
ner's approach to the divine I.aw in his Tha e1ive;
l m p ( Breslau Synod) in communion with
Church
Divin
n11
an answer to the ques- The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod. It
tion, "What is Meant by Religious Experi- will prove helpful ro the individual penitent
ence?" by H. Dermot McDonald; and II re- who can read German and to the pastor who
view anicle by John Savage of Tho Thoolog:y is interested in making something similar
of tho Christian M ission ( ed. Gerald H. available in English to his people.
Anderson [London: SCM, 1961] ) •
Ho,u lll'c Got tho Bible. By Neil R.
Kloi1111 Gesehiehte dor o,1hodoxon Kireho. Lightfoot. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book
By Johannes Harder. Munich: Chr. Kaiser House, 1963. 124 pages. Cloth. $2.:50.
Verlag, 1961. 248 pages. Paper. DM 9.80. Informed comment in compact form makes
In the July 1963 issue of this journal (p. this history of the fortunes of the Bible
436), this book was erroneously listed as from the original manuscripts through the
New English Bible translation a useful text
clothbound at DM 14.:50.
Tho S11lt1alio• of 1h11 N11tions. By Jean for Bible classes.
Tho Bible Ifsa: Litora111r
O/rl
Tostam
onl
Danielou. Translated by Angeline Bouchard.
y. and Biograph By Buckner B. TraNotre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame n;s1ory
Press, 1962. ix and 118 pages. Paper. $1.9:5. wick. New York: Barnes and Noble, 1963.
This is a perceptive and interesting exam- vii and 182 pages. Paper. $1.2:5. The
ination of the missionary task of the church, author, a professor of English at the Unifrom a Roman Catholic point of view; it versity of Alabama, draws heavily on Th11
stresses the important fact that all Christians lnlerpreto,,s Bible for this sketch of the
must be missionaries. The author, a noted history of God's ancient people; it is deFrench Biblical scholar, bases his little book signed primarily for discussion groupL
Bsehtttology: Tha Doelri1111 of II P11111r11
primarily on a sound Biblical basiL Well
]ttdaism
lsr11ol
1,nrl Chrisli1111i1y. By
worth reading, it makes one uncomfortable I.ifo, ·;,,,
not to be out doing more to proclaim Christ's
natioDL R. H. Charles. New York: Schocken Boob,
glories among the
1963. :ux and 482 pages. Paper, $2.9:5i
S11lf-Ut1tlers1.,11/,ing. By Seward Hiltner. cloth, $7.:50. Charles' eumination of Jewish
New York: Abingdon Press, 1962. 224 eschatological thought has long been a claspages. Paper. $1.7:5. In this study, first sic. While the sections dealing with the Old
published in 19:51, Hiltner explores prob- and New Test:amena are now somewhat out
of date ( the half-century of research since
lam of emotions, perception,
freehuman
dom, and related areas in an intelllaent and their publication is surveyed in George WesTivid way. This is not the ordinary shallow ley Buchaoan's introduction), the middle
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section describing the eschatology of intenestamental Judaism has not been superseded in the English language, although Volz
bu done so in German. This is a welcome
reprint of a most useful tool.
Twol/lh-CenlNr,
tho Europo 1111tl
Pound11lio11s of Modern Socie1,. Edited by Marshall
Clagett, Gaines Post, and Robert Reynolds.
Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1961. xvi and 219 pages. Cloth. SS.00.
These essays arc from the proceedings of
a symposium sponsored by the Division of
Humanities of the University of Wisconsin
and the \Visconsin Institute for .Medieval and
Renaissance Studies. They dc:il with the 12th
centurye as '"on of the great constructive ages
in European history."' Various well-known
scholars discuss developments in education
and economics, as well as the influence of the
&st on intellectual and social life. There is
an index.
Tho Birth of the Middle Ages. By H. St.
L. B. .Moss. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1963. xvi and 291 pages. Paper.
$1.8S. Originally published in 1937, Moss'
study attempts to trace the continuities that
exist in various fields of human endeavor
during the period that is commonly referred
to as the end of the ancient world and the
beginning of the Middle Ages. .Moss was
one of those constructive scholars who saw
that the old theses of '"Rome's fall" and a
"dark ages" had to be completely reworked
if the structures of Western civilization were
to be delineated. The structure of the study,
which begins with the third century and
reaches Charlemagne's time, is chronological.
The .reprint includes the fine study maps,
chronological tables, and index of the original.
Tht1 Crus11d11s. By James A. Brundage.
Milwaukee: The Marquette University Press,
1962. 318 pages. Cloth. Price not given.
This excellent documentary survey of the
crusades by an associate professor of history
in the University of Wisconsin fills a felt
need for a one-volume survey of the crusades.
Brundage has tronsl:itcd many of the documents into English for the first time. The
construction of the book is exemplary: Brun-
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dage begins with narrative, the documents
are introduced, and they are then inserted
into the text as a continuation of the narrative. There is a fine bibliography of primary
and secondary sources, an index of documents, and a general index. The book makes
excellent reading.
Europe Emerges. By Robert L Reynolds.
Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1961. xiv and S29 pages. Cloth.
$7.S0. This general history describes especially the economic changes that emerge in
Europe between 600 and 17SO A. D. As the
center of the intellectual world of which we
are a part shifted from the .Mediterranean to
continental Europe, economic life changed
from the manorial system to the rise of
towns, and different forms of finance
emerged. This was coupled with and indeed
in part responsible for the commercial expansion into the previously economically unrelated non-European world that provides
the basis for a worldwide industrial society.
Those interested in this aspect of human society will find this study provocative. There
are no illustrations, but the maps and index
are excellent.
The Porw11rtl /tfo11emcn1 of 1ht1 Fonrlet111th
Ct111111r,. Edited by Francis Lee Udey. Columbus: The Ohio State University Press,
1962. x and 166 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
These emys, delivered at the conference in
medieval studies at Ohio State in 1958, emphasize the importance of the 14th century
for the institutional evolution in the West.
Developments in Gothic architeeture, a long
look at French drama in contradistinction
to French poetry, an account of selected aspects in university life, a discussion of the
relationships between philosophical and political thought, and an analysis of an important
document in English representative govemment are ueated in separate esays. The volume is well illustrated but there is no index.
D. M11rli• LM1hws Wwi•: Krilis~h• G•st1ml11Nsg11b•. VoL 33, Part 2: R••isiolu1111ch1r11g. Edited by Hans-Ulrich Delius and
Hubert Kirchner. Weimar: HermannBohlaus
Nachfolger, 1963. xiii and 94 pages. Paper.
Price not given. The Kommissin ur
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Hn11•sg11be tlrr Worlie ALlrtin Lltthcrs and
the publishers Hermann Bohlaus Nachfolger,
\Veimar, have asreed to republish volumes
1-54 of the W cimM ll•sg11ba of Luther's
works by a photographic process and to add
the necessary revisions of the old edition.

Volume 33 appeared in January 1962 as the
first of the reprints. This is the revision to
be appended to the old. Parts 1 and 2 of Volume 40 have now also appeared. In the
preface Hanns Rilckert explains the plan
and the principles underlying the revision.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Tha All-S'llffieicnl'sChris,: Studios in Pa11l
Pon, Tho,, N ot. By Clemens Thies. Saint
to tho Colossians. By \Villiam Barclay. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1964.
Philadelphia: The \Vestminster Press, 1963. 26 pages. Paper. 35 cents.
142 pages. Paper. $1.45.
I a11tl II Ki11gs: A1.Comma11t11r By John
lntorproling tho Mir11elos. By Reginald H. Gray. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
pages.
$8.50.
Fuller. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, c. 1963. 7'14
1963. 127 pases. Cloth. $2.50.
God M1 Shapht1rd: ldoditatio11
s
on Ps11lm
Lttng1111ga 11ntl P11i1b:
J\fo,ning.
S111dios in Sign, S1ni- 23. By Martin Luther, translated from the
l,ol, 11ntl
By John A. Hutchison. German by \V. M. Miller. St. Louis: ConPhiladelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963. cordia Publishing House, c. 1955. 35 pages.
Paper. 35 cents.
es.
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Cloth. $6.50.
Die Hoil
sb
ed.01tttm.
g dos
Paseha. By NotPharis11ism ntl Chris1iani11 (Pa,isoism oeb
liristentlom). By Hugo Odeberg, translated ker Filglister. Munich: Kosel-Verlag, 1963.
pages. Paper.
309
DM 36.00.
by J. M. Moe. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1964. 112 pages. Paper.
Jos11s awpoinls.
arul
ernChristian Origi11s:
Com,m en11.
ta,y on
J\1.od
Vi
By Hugh An$1.75.
Po,111ls of Pr111n, Vol. XXVII, No. 189: derson. New York: Oxford University Press,
D11il, Dnotions from Mtlreh 1 lo April 30, c. 1964. xii and 368 pages. Cloth. $7.00.
I,i Pr11iso of Saini Paul. By Sr. John
1964. By Alvin R. Wagner and Herbert F.
Lindemann. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Chrysostom, translated from the Greek by
House, 1964. 72 pages. Paper. 1-year sub- Thomas Halton. Boston, Mass.: Daughters
of St. Paul, c. 1963. 123 pages. Cloth.
scription (6 issues): 75 cents.
Tr,u/.ition ,m,l lntnp,e111tion in J\1.1111haw $2.00.
N ew gs
Mea11i11 for N ow Beings. By Rich11ntl ll11sl11g11ng im M1111hi11sc/Hllng (01,nli
n11ngeli11m). By Gunther Bornkamm, Ger- ard Luecke. Philadelphia: Fortress Press. c.
hard Barth, and Heinz Joachim Held, trans- 1964. xvii and 267 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Religion a11tl
Social Co11/lie1: B11setl 11pon
lated by Percy Stott. Philadelphia: The
aanInstiluta
al th
of Blhies 11nd.
Westminster Press, 1963. 307 pases. Cloth. Lc,111,es Giv
.
Society 111 S1111 Pra11eiseo Th11ologie11l
St1tt1i•
$6.50.
UnilifJII P,ot,slllnlism:
Its P,rsislanl
Tha Be•manie11l
&p,assion. n11ry Edited by Robert Lee and Martin R.
rit
11ntl
By John Marty. New York: Oxford University Press.
c. 1964. vii and 193 pages. Ooth. $5.00.
T. McNeill. Richmond, Va.: John Knox
The Risa of Protest11nl Mon11s1ieism. By
Press, 1964. 352 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
Pran~is Biot, uanslated from the French
B11hit1tl 1h11 W 11ll. By Robert R. A. Lee. by W. J. Kerrigan. Baltimore, Md.: Helicon
Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Press, c. 1963. 161 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
Publishins Company, c. 1964. 169 pages.
Unity: 11. History
Soma
• l ,m,l
Reflaetions
1
Cloth. $3.50.
l111rotl11e1ion
oaew,ml 11ism•J. By Mau(
A. COtleisa Histor, of Cb11reh M11sie. By rice Villain, translated by J. R. Poster. BaltiWilliam C. Rice. New York: Abingdon more, Md.: Helicon Press, c. 1963. 381
Press, c. 1964. 128 pages. Cloth. $2.50.
pages. Cloth. $5.95.
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Th• Unpop11l11, Missiona1, By Ralph E.
Dodge. Westwood, N. J.: Fleming H. Revell
Company, c. 1964. 167 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Whds H11ppeni11g lo Our P11miliesl By

Wallace Denton. Philiidelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963. 222 pases. Cloth.
$4.00.
Tiglicho And11chton: Vol. 27, No. 189:
Chrislus t1ns11, w11hrer T!rloser. By Erwin
Umbach. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, c. 1964. 72 pages. Paper. 15 cents.
Are P11rochial Schools the l1111ruerl Catholic Education i,i the Ligh1 of tho Co1mcil.
By Mary Perkins Ryan. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, c. 1963. ix and 176
pages. Cloth. $4.00.
B11silik11n, K,1,ppelkirehen, Kathetlralen:
Das himmlische ]e1'11s11lon1
Jahri,i den
h11,11tler11111. By Alfred Stange. Regensburg:
Verlag Friedrich Pustet, c. 1964. 74 pages,
39 plates. Cloth. DM 13.80.
The T!arliesl Christia11 Co11,fessions. By
Vernon H. Neufeld, edited by Bruce M.
Merzser. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1963. xiii
and 166 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
Fttith amJ.
Rantl
eligi
Philosoph1: Philosophical S111tlin
on
1!1hics. Edired by Alvin
Plantings. Grand Rapids, Mich.: \Villiam
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, c. 1964.
xi and 225 pages. Cloth. $4.95.
Gatl ls No Afore. By Werner and Lotte
Pelz. New York: J.B. Lippincott Company,
1964. 160 pages. Cloth. $2.95.
The Image of Gatl: The Daclri11e of Saini
A•g111li11e 11ntl Its ln/lttonce. By John Edward
Sullivan. Dubuque, Iowa: The Priory Press,
c. 1963. xvii and 356 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
lnlrotluclian la the Works of B01111t1enlure.
By J. Guy Bougerol, translated by Jose de
Vinck. Paterson, N. J.: St. Anthony Guild
Press, c. 1963. xiv and 240 pages. Cloth.

S6.oo.

Objeuio,u la Chrisli11n Belief. By D. M.
Mackinnon, H. A. Williams, A. R. Vidler,
and J. S. Bezzant. New York: J.B. Lippineott Company, 1964. 111 pages. Cloth.
$2.50.
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Ret1alutianttr, Theolog1 in the M11king:
B11rth-Th11rn111sen Corr.spondnce, 1914 lo
192, (Die An,/inge). Translated by James
D. Smart. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press,
c. 1964. 249 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
The Social H11m11nism of C11l11in (L'h11m,znisme social de C11lt1in). By Andre Bieler,
translated by Paul T. Fuhrmann. Richmond,
Va.: John Knox Press, c. 1964. 79 pages.
Paper. $1.50.
Sp.in Under the H11bsb11rgs. Vol. I: Bmpire ttntl Absalntism 1'16-1'98. By John
Lynch. New York: Oxford University Press,
1964. ix and 374 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
Tttdar Books of Saints antl MarlJrs. By
Helen C. White. Madison, Wis.: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1963. vi and 381 pages.
Cloth. $6.75.
Be1antl Fundamentalism. By Daniel B.
Stevick. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press,
c. 1964. 239 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Christalogische Hohaitslitel: lhre Geschichte im /riihen Chris11m111m. By Ferdinand Hahn. Gouingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, c. 1963. 442 pages. Cloth. DM
32.00.
Dr. Bessia: The
LJfe S10,1 antl Romance
of a Pioneer Lall, Doctor on Ottr W.stern
antl tho Canatlian Frontier. By Alfred M.
Rehwinkel. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, c. 1963. ix and 171 pages. Cloth.
$3.00.
Dail'J
Famil, Altar: Brief
Dnotions Basetl
an SelocltJtl Scrip111re Taxu. By F. W. Herzberger, revised by Harry N. Huxhold. Saint
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1964.
v and 382 pages. Cloth. $4.95.
Ministers of Christ: A Commenlllr, o,a
the Secantl Bt,istle of Pa11l 10 1he Corinthid,u,
By John P. Meyer. Milwaukee, Wis.: Northwestern Publishing House, c. 1963. xi and
326 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
The Mililanl A-finistr,: PtJOt,l• ntl P11slars
of 1h11 T!arl, ChNreh 1111tl TOIU'J. By HansRuedi Weber. Philadelphia: FortreSS Press,
c. 1963. xi and 108 pages. Cloth. $2.00.
Jo,c• 1111tl AtJNillllS. By William. T. Noon.
New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
c. 1963. x and 167 pages. Paper. $1.45.
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In 1h• Stlfflie• of th• Lortl: Th• A.111obiogr11phy of Bishop 0110 Dibeliws
Dienst).
(Bin Christ

By Otto Dibclius,
isl immor im
tnmlatc:d by Mary Ilford. New York: Holr,
Rinebarr and Winsron, c. 1964. 280 pases.
Clorh. $5.50.
Lenton 111.t!ditations for St11tlenu. By John
S. Damm; illusrr:ned by Richard C. Peck.
Chica.so: Division of College and University
Work of the National Lutheran Council,
1964. 68 pases, Paper. Price not given.
/tfootly: A Biographiul
Portrail
of the
1111ngelism. By
Pae.sellttr in ltfod rn
J. C. Pollack. New York: The Macmillan
Company, c. 1963. xii and 336 pases. Cloth.
Price not given.
The Negro Ch11reh in Amoriu. By E.
Franklin Frazier. New York: Schockcn
Books, c. 1963. :11:ii and 92 pages. Cloth.

$3.50.
Sowing 11ntl R•11Ping: Th• P11r11blt!s of
Jes11s (S1111111ntl Pr11eh1: Zohn Pretliglen iiber
Gleiehniss• J•s•J. By Emil Brunner, translated by Thomas Wieser. Richmond, Va.:
John Knox Press, c. 1964. 91 pases. Paper.

$1.50.

ophocy.

Th• Story of the R•formalion. By William Stevenson. Richmond, Va.: John Knox
Press, c. 1963. 206 pases. Paper. $1.95,
Tr11tlition 1111,l S11iussion. By Georg Giinter Blum. Berlin: Lutherisches Verlagshaus,
1963. 259 pases, Paper. DM 25.80.
Tho Voie• of lll11ess: A S111"1,
Therapy
in
11ntl
By Aarne Siirala, foreword
by Paul Tillich. Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
c. 1964. x and 214 pases. Cloth. $4.50.
Th• YoNng Atlokseml ;,. th• ChNreh:
A Gt1itl• for War.ins with ]tmior Highs.
Philadelphia: The Geneva Press, c. 1962.
96 pases. Paper. $1.00.
Co•ntdown: Tho utNnchit1g of Pr11yor in
1he S/Jtlet1 Ag•. By David Head. New York:
The Macmillan Company, c. 1964. v and
184 pases, Cloth. $2.75.
BibliogrllfJhi• tu I. Riformo 14,0-1648:
Q11t11rilm• f11seiewk. By Jean Queguiner and
Christine FJoquet-Duparc. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1963. 145 pases. Paper. 12 Dutch Guilders.
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The Historiul ].s#S 11ntl th• Kor,gmtllie
Christ: Bssa,s on lh• Nt1111 QNosl of tht1 Historieal ]t!s11s. Translated and edited by Carl
E. Braaten and Roy A. Harrisville. Nashville,
Tenn.: Abingdon Press, c. 1964. 250 pages.
Clorh. $5.00.
Tho Old
T
l T estament e.-c of ]t1S1i11, /if11r1, •r.
Vol. I: The Pantateu,h. By Joost Smit Sibing:i. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1963. xxiv and
162 pages. Cloth. 21 Dutch Guilders.
P11los1i11ia,i Jttdaism
•
tho
in
Tim of ]es111
Christ
ltfltss E(Le
e J11tl11ismoanpa/esti11i
1 te
111 mps ti•
}6s11s-Chris1). By Joseph Bonsirven, translated by \'qiUiam Wolf. New York: Holr,
Rinehart and \Vinston, c. 1964. xi and 271
pages. Cloth. $5.50.
Tho Pio11co
r of ONr Paith: A N ew Lil•
of Josus. By S. Vernon McCasland. New
York: McGraw-HilJ Book Company, c. 1964.
x and 210 pages. Cloth. $4.95.
Tho R el11ti
o 11ship of Dnp1i1111, to Chttreh
/lfombership. By Joseph Belcastro. Sr. Louis:
Bethany Press, c. 1963. 224 pages. Cloth.

$4.50.
Ta,maieisehe Mitl,rasehim. Vol. 4: Si/r•
Dc111
a ro11omi1,m. Fascicle 1. Translated
and edited by Henrik Ljungman. Stuttgart:
W. Kohlhammer Verlag, c. 1964. 80 pages.
Paper. DM 12.00.
Tho111111 AquintlS amJ
Gorhartl.
John
By
Robert P. Scharlemann. New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1964. xi and 271
pages. Cloth. $6.50.
S1t1dies 0,1, Ps11lms. By B. Gemser, H. A.
Brongers, N. H. Ridderbos, G. J. Thierry,
J. L Koole, L A. Snijders, A. S. Van Der
Woude, J. Van D er Plocg and P. A. H. de
Boer. Leiden: E. J. BrilJ, 1963. vii and 199
pages. Cloth. 32 Dutch Guilders.
Towar,l /lfeaning in Worship: A11 lntror11n Li111rgy By William
tluelion lo
D. Streng. Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg
Publishing House, c. 1964. xii and 128
pages. Paper. $1.95.
Whlll's LN1hor11n in Btluealion?: B:q,lor11tions into Prineipl.es 1111,l Pr11,1i,os. By Allan
Hart Jahsmann. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1963. xii and 185 pages.
Paper. $2.25.
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Auallable now In economical paperbound edition,, only $2.501
A CLASSIC OF NE.W TESTAMENT THEOLOGY
AND CHRISTIAN PERCEPTION
~

MYSTERY OF GOD
The Presence of God with Man
a, Wilbclm Stlhlln, retired LUlhCl'IIII bishop ud elder dlcoloalan
c:lnlrch
of renewal.

lralll. by

a.

B. Hoyle

Reprial ol lh• Elllllsh lrllllllatlOII of the 111311 dOCUIDCllt, wllh ■ new Fonword by the 11urhor

Speaking from the basis of the Lutheran sacramental principle, Bishop
Wilhelm Stiihlin- scholar in religious psychology, pastor, professor
at the University of Munster, leading spirit in the liturgical renewal,
and fighter for church integrity under Hitler - presents with his Mystery of God a provocative contribution to understanding the real purpose of your church and ministerial office.
from the new Preface by Henry E. Horn, pastor of Unfuenftg Lutheran
Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts
"• •• hen (is] a perceptive appreciation of the aaamemaJ dmader of the Worll
ol God In Lutheran tradition which anita Word •d -■erameat ha m:yltaJ. • • • n
II a type ol consemdism which needs to be mdcalated deadJ ID till midst of oar
Pl'oteltant communions."

A uftal approach to pastoral stewardshfp
1•
"• •• nery minister of the church mast eumlne
bimseU •d • ewe•n
wllelber
be rally admlnilten, dlspeua, and alma oat tbe dime iii)lleaJ, IO tJlld by this
meam a church II built up and lmprcmd.~
-from "M.,ltlrJ of Gad"
Popa, .SfiXB, 224 poga (t), $2..S0.

.
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.A service concept
le knows the answer&"
with the motivation
A deadening, antagonlatlc lay
al freedom
tude demands positive pastoral

I
THOMAS COATES
Paperback

TOPICS conSIDERE'D
Primary Authorlt,y:
Christ
Jesus
Revealed Authority: Holy
Scripture
Derived Authority: The Church
Church Authorlt,y and the Confessions
1)pn of Church Authorlt,y
Synod and ConsrepUon
lndlvld1al Christian Responslblllty

•
aponae. Laymen and pastors wm
welcome this new paperback'• clear
statement on mlnlsterlal and ecclesl•
aatlcal authority. Thia compelling
Scriptural discussion emphasizes a
vital approach to your ministry. It
goes far beyond mere rank and custom and talks about the essence of
your calling. This discussion reminds
pastor and layman that In the last
analysis he stands alone before his
God and must serve his Lord as an
lndlvldual.
Authority In the Church suggests
the most effective use of your office.
Here are positive concepts of Christian freedom with which you as min•
istar can challenge your hearers to
follow not you but Chrlat; by His
authority not yours. Maka room for
this book In your ilbrary. Sand In
your order.

Order No. 11Ulll9

Paper.

$1.50

PHARISAISM AND CHRl&:irilANIT.Y
a,IIIIIIO ~tranala1811from llwedllh IIJJ, ILIIN

,,,,_,,_,,,,, i• ■y . , _ , llidical•1l"
Thia new Concordia tltl• might stir
•ch Nntlmenta. However, a clo•
look al the content. reveals • fuel•
aiding atudy of bale Christianity and
Phmlaalam with appllcatlon to th•

ognlze and resist the subtle Inroad■

of even ■uch an old foe u

Pharlul■m. •
Order this brief, In-depth study I
Order No. 11UIIU Paper
Price, $1,711

chun:h acene.
and Christiani
,._
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